1,000 Days in
Space
Jean-Nicolas Verreault, Julie Perreault

Four astronauts have to stay 1000
days in a space station around Earth
in order to prove that a trip to Europa,
one of Jupiter’s moon, is possible. The
experience goes well until something
happens on earth.

10,000 Saints
Ethan Hawke, Asa Butterfield, Hailee Steinfeld

Set in the 1980s, a teenager from
Vermont moves to New York City to live
with his father in East Village.
Release Year: 2015
Barter Window: 12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020

Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020

Ace Wonder
Gator Moore, Derek Moreland, Jeff Moreland

Ace Wonder is a 10-year-old detective,
struggling to find a storyline for his
latest novel. When his path tangles with
Derek Morton, a simple family mystery
becomes a very real case of corporate
espionage, scientific discovery, and one
coldblooded killer
Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020

Adult Life
Skills
Jodie Whittaker, Lorraine Ashbourne,
Brett Goldstein

Anna is stuck: she’s approaching
30, living like a hermit in her mum’s
garden shed and wondering why the
suffragettes ever bothered. She spends
her days making videos using her
thumbs as actors - thumbs that bicker
about things like whether Yogi Bear is
a moral or existential nihilist.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020

Anna
Mark Strong, Taissa Farmiga, Brian Cox

A man with the ability to enter people’s
memories takes on the case of a
brilliant, troubled sixteen-year-old girl
to determine whether she is a sociopath
or a victim of trauma.
Release Year: 2013
Barter Window: 12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020

Apocalypse
Child
Ana Abad Santos, Archie Alemania,
RK Bagatsing

The film is set in surfing town of Baler
where Ford is wasting his youth away.
Named after Francis Ford Coppola, he
is forced to confront his past, including
the myths about his life.
Release Year: 2015
Barter Window: 05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020

Armstrong

Behaving Badly

Vicky Jeudy, Shawn Parsons, Jason Antoon

Nat Wolff, Selena Gomez, Mary-Louise Parker

During her first night on the job, a rookie
EMT and her partner pick up a wounded
superhero and are pulled into his
mission to save Los Angeles from
a sinister organization.

Teenager Rick Stevens has a crush on
Nina Pennington. They form a friendship
and embark on a rock n’ roll journey
together while Nina deals with her
overbearing boyfriend, Kevin.

Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019

Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020

Big Baby
Maureen McCormick, Andrew Lawrence,
Ken Davitian

A mad scientist grandfather invents a
genetic transformation machine and
his 4 year old grandson accidentally
turns his body into that of a 30 year old
man. Baby Bobby escapes and runs
around town as his siblings try to catch
him before their parents get back from
vacation AND before the bad guys get to
him first. The machine is worth a lot of
money and they only have a day before
the machine loses its capabilities to
change baby bobby back.
Release Year: 2015
Barter Window: 05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020

Christmas
Bunny, The
Florence Henderson

An instant holiday classic for the whole
family. When Julia, a lonely foster child,
discovers an injured rabbit on Christmas
Eve, she forms an unlikely friendship
with an eccentric farmwoman (Florence
Henderson) who vows to nurse the bunny
back to health. In the process, Julia’s
forges a bond with her adoptive family
that makes her holidays one she—and
you—will never forget.
Release Year: 2010
Barter Window: 12/02/2019 - 12/29/2019

Clandestine

Colonia

Nick DeMatteo, Chris Ryan, Janine Laino

Emma Watson, Daniel Brühl, Michael Nyqvist

When hard drugs invade a small town,
local and federal law enforcement find
themselves working together. Navigating
the minefield of local political officials
and junkie confidential informants, the
team seeks to root out a sinister network
of “meth” cooks and dealers threatening
to change the face of Long Island’s
picture perfect suburban north shore.

A young woman’s desperate search for
her abducted boyfriend draws her into
the infamous Colonia Dignidad, a sect
nobody has ever escaped from.

Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020

Release Year: 2015
Barter Window: 08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020

Cruel and
Unusual
David Richmond-Peck, Bernadette Saquibal,
Michelle Harrison

Wrongly condemned for killing his wife,
a man finds himself in a mysterious
institution where he is sentenced to
relive her death for eternity.

Curvature
Lyndsy Fonseca, Linda Hamilton,
Glenn Morshower

CURVATURE is a time travel sci-fi drama
about an engineer who travels back in
time to stop herself from committing a
murder.
Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020

Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020

Darkness on
the Edge of
Town
Brian Gleeson, Olwen Catherine Kelly,
Emma Eliza Regan

A troubled teenage sharpshooter decides
to avenge the death of her estranged
sister after she is found murdered in a
public bathroom.
Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020

Dial a Prayer
Brittany Snow, William H. Macy, Tom Lipinski

Cora spends her days begrudgingly
answering phones at a Prayer Call
Center under the watch of wellintentioned leader Bill. When a caller
shows up convinced he’s been saved
by her voice, she must decide if she’s
the one he thinks she is.
Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 09/28/2020 - 10/25/2020

Drone
Sean Bean, Patrick Sabongui,
Mary McCormack

Ideologies collide with fatal results when
a military drone contractor meets an
enigmatic Pakistani businessman.
Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020

Dunning Man,
The
James Carpinello, Dawn-Lyen Gardner,
Nicoye Banks

Connor Ryan, out of a job and dumped by
his girlfriend, returns to Atlantic City to try
to rebuild his life with the last source of
income that he has – a few apartments
in a low-rise condo complex that sits in
the shadows of AC’s newest and most
expensive casino. Unfortunately, Connor’s
tenants don’t want to pay him. In order
to get his money, Connor has to take on
a pair of Chechen animal trainers with
underworld ties, a rap star who parties
so hard the neighbors can’t sleep, and a
struggling single mother who steals his
heart...
Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020

First Period

G.B.F.

Brandon Alexander III, Dudley Beene,
Cassandra Peterson

Michael J. Willett, Paul Iacono, Sasha Pieterse

New girl Cassie and outcast Maggie are
easily the most awkward girls in high
school. Together, they decide the best
way to win the hearts of the cute boys
and popular girls is to come in first place
at the school talent show
Release Year: 2013
Barter Window: 06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020

What happens after Tanner is outed by
his classmates and becomes the title
“gay best friend” for three high school
queen bees?
Release Year: 2013
Barter Window: 10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019

Good Bones
Kelly Bensimon, Tim Bohn, Andrew Botsford

Good Bones is a comedic coming-ofage story set in the cutthroat world of
Hamptons Real Estate. Danny O’Brien,
22, dedicates one last summer to his
family’s failing real estate agency,
and to his father Joe’s seemingly
obsolete values: poetry, integrity, and
community. The O’Briens are challenged
- endangered - by heartless capitalist
modernism, as practiced by the liars
and cheaters at Superlative Properties,
realtors to the Ultra-Wealthy and
Fabulous.

Handsome
Harry
Aiden Quinn, Jamey Sheridan, Steve Buscemi,
John Savage

A man seeking to escape the past
realizes that he’ll first have to confront
the present after receiving a desperate
call from a friend on his deathbed
Release Year: 2009
Barter Window: 01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020

Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020

Henry’s Crime

Honeybee

Keanu Reeves, Vera Farmiga, James Caan

Jane Wiedlin, Connie Saltzman,
Emerald Rose Sullivan

Released from prison for a crime he
didn’t commit, an ex-con targets the
same bank he was sent away for
robbing.
Release Year: 2010
Barter Window: 01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020

A quiet town is jumpstarted by the arrival
of an enigmatic family; a statuesque
mother named Louisa and her gorgeous
teenage sons. Sixteen Year-Old Hilary is
working hard to get good grades, hoping
to escape the small town life a long
line of relatives lived before her. With
the arrival of the mysterious family just
weeks before school is to let out, life
suddenly becomes appealing.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019

Hot Flashes,
The

Imagine I’m
Beautiful

Brooke Shields, Wanda Sykes, Daryl Hannah

Naomi McDougall Jones, Katie Morrison,
Jan Kutrzeba

A group of middle aged women play
basketball and prove a point.
Release Year: 2013
Barter Window: 12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020

After her mother’s suicide, a young
woman moves to New York to start
afresh. After a rocky start with her new
and troubled roommate, the two slowly
forge a friendship, finding solace in each
other’s difficult pasts; until one of them
makes a discovery that will alter their
friendship for good.
Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020

Limbus
Britt Rentschler, Alex Klein, Brian Confer

“Limbus” is a surreal thriller set in
the afterlife. It’s the story of four cult
members after a mass suicide. Stuck
in purgatory, they must search for the
secrets beyond their existence. They
travel through their pasts to unravel the
future only to find out that only one can
make it to the other side. It’s a journey
through the darkest memories that
define a person and send them over
the edge.
Release Year: 2013
Barter Window: 05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020

Loss of a Teardrop Diamond
Bryce Dallas Howard, Chris Evans, Will Patton

A rebellious socialite defies social
conventions for a once-in-a-lifetime
shot at true love, only to see her hopes
for the future shattered after a priceless
diamond vanishes into thin air in this
romantic drama adapted from a long-lost
Tennessee Williams screenplay.
Release Year: 2008
Barter Window: 03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020

Loverboy

Lymelife

Kyra Sedgwick, Kevin Bacon, Marisa Tomei,
Campbell Scott

Rory Culkin, Alec Baldwin, Jill Hennessy

In the most haunting performance
of her career, Kyra Sedgwick plays
Emily, a beautiful and brilliant loner
obsessed with having the perfect
child. Passionately determined, Emily’s
desperation will drive her to commit
shocking and perilous acts; pushing her
closer to the edge of sanity. Loverboy
features an acclaimed, A-List cast that
includes Matt Dillon, Marisa Tomei,
Campbell Scott, and Kevin Bacon in this
starkly beautiful and unforgettable film.

A family unit begins to bow under the
pressure of a failing marriage.
Release Year: 2008
Barter Window: 08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020

Release Year: 2005
Barter Window: 06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020

Mamitas
Josue Aguirre, Maynor Alvarado, E.J. Bonilla

High school bad-boy Jordin’s carefree
life of parties, fights, and girls in East
L.A. will get rocked after crossing paths
with an unusual new girl at school.
Through their unlikely romance he will
uncover a mystery about his past that
will forever change how he looks at
his future. With superb performances,
Mamitas is a story about finding yourself
in the most unlikely of relationships.
Release Year: 2011
Barter Window: 03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020

Mothers &
Daughters
Selma Blair, Luke Mitchell, Symmetry

Interwoven stories of what it is to
be a mom seen through the lens of
photographer Rigby Gray.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 12/02/2019 - 12/29/2019

Noel

One Last Dance

Susan Sarandon, Penélope Cruz, Paul Walker,
Alan Arkin, Chazz Palminteri, Robin Williams

Patrick Swayze, Lisa Niemi

Magic is just around the corner when
Susan Sarandon, Penelope Crus, Paul
Walker, and Alan Arkin fill out an all-star
cast in this new holiday classic. As five
strangers’ live intertwine on Christmas
Eve, a story of companionship, love, and
healing unfolds against the backdrop of
New York City. In his directorial debut,
Chazz Palminteri has woven a delightful
tale of redemption, faith, and the joy of
living; proving miracles are closer than
you think.

When a New York dance company’s
brilliant artistic director dies, three
former stars of the company are brought
back in hopes of saving the company
by resurrecting a dance piece that was
created for them years ago, but never
performed - the very dance that ended
all their careers in a heartbreaking way.
Given one last chance to discover a
dream they lost, the three dancers battle
against time and damaged relationships,
finding they must first face themselves
before they can face the dance.

Release Year: 2003
Barter Window: 12/02/2019 - 12/29/2019

Release Year: 2003
Barter Window: 03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020

Private Lives of
Pippa Lee

Reefer Madness

Robin Wright, Keanu Reeves, Blake Lively

Rebecca Miller (The Ballad of Jack &
Rose) adapts her own novel with this
comedy drama about a woman who
begins a second life after her husband
leaves her for a younger woman.
Despite the fact that she’s 30 years
Herb’s junior, Pippa and her husband
have never fallen short on things to
talk about. She’s always enjoyed the
hustle and bustle of New York, but after
Herb suffers a serious heart attack,
Pippa dutifully moves with him to a
quaint suburban home in small-town
Connecticut.
Release Year: 2009
Barter Window: 08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020

Kristen Bell, Allan Cumming, Neve Campbell

An outrageous tongue-in-cheek musical
comedy adaptation of the classic 1936
anti-marijuana propaganda film.
Release Year: 2005
Barter Window: 09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019

Road to the
Well
Micah Parker, Rosalie McIntire,
Laurence Fuller

Drifter, Jack, pays a visit to an old friend
Frank whose mundane life is upended
after the two become involved in a
strange and seemingly random murder
and journey to the Northern California
Sierras in order to bury the body.

Rush Lights
Beau Bridges, Haley Webb, Josh Henderson

Billy and Sarah, two delinquent teenage
lovers from the suburbs of Los Angeles,
travel to a small southern town to falsely
claim a dead friend’s inheritance.
Release Year: 2013
Barter Window: 10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019

Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019
09/28/2020 - 10/25/2020

Sasq-Watch
Paul Brittain, Adam Herschman,
Christine Bently

Uber geeks Nigel and Oscar want
nothing more than to capture definitive
evidence of a Sasquatch. When their
guide bails on them, they must resort to
using a mis-matched group of outdoor
enthusiasts. Meanwhile, their rival Claus,
also on the hunt for the “Squatch”,
races to beat them to the prize in this
refreshing comedy.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020

September
Morning
Patrick Cage, Troy Doherty, Max Gail

When the world was falling apart, they
came together. In the first dark hours
of September 12th, 2001, five college
freshmen stay up all night in a dorm
room confronting the promises of youth
that have been severed by national
tragedy.
Release Year: 2017
Barter Window: 09/28/2020 - 10/25/2020

Small Town
Santa
Dean Cain, Christine Lakin, Mandalynn Carlson

On the eve of Christmas, Sheriff Rick
Langston has lost his holiday spirit. But
when he arrests a home intruder claiming
to be Santa Claus, his world gets turned
upside-down ! With the help of Lucy, the
new girl in town, Santa helps show Rick
that even when you feel that all is lost,
love is all around you.
Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 12/02/2019 - 12/29/2019

Soledad
Chase Austin, Briana Caitlin, Roseny Carrero

A lonely limousine driver named Victor
lives an isolated existence until one
evening he is forced to defend a client,
Raquel; from being sexually assaulted
by her prom date, Preston. A simple act
of compassion that sets off a series of
events destined to bring back a past for
Victor he has fought desperately to get
away from. A road trip journey through
the city of Angels that reminds us that it
only takes one night to change our lives
forever.
Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020

Split

Stevie D

Amy Ferguson, Morgan Spector, Anna
Mouglalis

Torrey DeVitto, Kevin Chapman, Chris Cordone

Split is the surreal and epic journey a
young woman takes to claim her own
darkness and sexuality so she can
stop putting it into the hands of her
abusive lover. When Inanna, a young
actress, becomes obsessed with a mask
maker, she sacrifices parts of her life
in order to win his love. At the same
time she enters a mythic journey in the
theater that blurs her performance, her
dreams and her real life and results in a
provocative and powerful confrontation
that frees them both.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020

STEVIE D is a humorous crime drama
about a Los Angeles construction
magnate whose only son has
accidentally killed a connected man. A
sinister plan is hatched that sends the
son into hiding while an unsuccessful
actor is hired to fill his shoes and
unknowingly take the hit.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020

Sublime and
Beautiful, The
Blake Robbins, Laura Kirk, Matthew Del Negro

David Conrad is a college professor and sometimes
philanderer raising three children in a small Kansas
suburb with his wife Kelly. When sudden tragedy strikes
the family in the days before Christmas, David and
Kelly’s marriage is brought to its breaking point and
David’s desire for retribution leads him into uncharted
moral territory with the question: what can we forgive?

Undrafted
Tyler Hoechlin, Chace Crawford, Joseph Mazzello

When twelve ragtag teammates set out to play
what should be a meaningless summer intramural
baseball game, it ends up becoming the most
important game of their lives.
Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 003/30/2020 - 04/26/2020

Release Year: 2014
Barter Window: 03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020

Weather Girl

Wedding Party, The

Tricia O’Kelley, Mark Harmon, John Cryer, Jane Lynch

Michael Adler, Deniz Akdeniz, Molly Burnett

A Seattle morning show weather girl must struggle
to pull her life together after committing career
suicide before a live audience in this existential crisis
comedy featuring Mark Harmon, Jon Cryer, and Jane
Lynch. Sylvia (Tricia O’Kelley) was a notable fixture
on Seattle’s most popular morning television program
before she discovered that her boyfriend, Dale
(Harmon), the show’s anchor, was cheating on her
with his co-host, Sherry (Kaitlin Olson)

A groomsman must navigate a slew of disasters
to maintain order at his best friend’s wedding
reception

Release Year: 2009
Barter Window: 08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020

Zoom
Tyler Labine, Alison Pill, Michael Eklund

A multi-dimensional interface between a comic book
artist, a novelist, and a film director. Each lives in a
separate reality but authors a story about one of the
others.
Release Year: 2015
Barter Window: 06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020

Release Year: 2016
Barter Window: 10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019
08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020
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09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019
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09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019
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09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019
Honeybee (Premier)
09/30/2019 - 10/27/2019
Wedding Party, The (Premier)
10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019
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10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019
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10/28/2019 - 11/24/2019
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12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020
Anna (Premier)
12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020
Hot Flashes (Premier)
12/30/2019 - 01/26/2020
Curvature (Premier)
01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020

Handsome Harry
01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020

Henry’s Crime
01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020
Clandestine (Premier)
01/27/2020 - 02/23/2020
Sasq-Watch (Premier)
03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020
Sublime and Beautiful (Premier)
03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020
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03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020
One Last Dance
03/02/2020 - 03/29/2020
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03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020
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03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020
Undrafted (Premier)
03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020
Imagine I’m Beautiful (Premier)
03/30/2020 - 04/26/2020
Behaving Badly (Premier)
05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020
Apocalypse Child (Premier)
05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020
Limbus (Premier)
05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020
Big Baby
05/04/2020 - 05/31/2020
Lover Boy
06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020
Ace Wonder (Premier)
06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020
Cruel and Unusual (Premier)
06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020
Soledad (Premier)
06/01/2020 - 06/28/2020

Drone
06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020
First Period
06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020
Zoom (Premier)
06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020
Good Bones (Premier)
06/29/2020 - 07/26/2020
Dunning Man, The (Premier)
08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020
Adult Life Skills (Premier)
08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020
Colonia
08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020
Lymelife
08/03/2020 - 08/30/2020
Split (Premier)
08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020
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08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020
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08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020
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08/31/2020 - 09/27/2020
September Morning (Premier)
09/28/2020 - 10/25/2020
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09/28/2020 - 10/25/2020

(R) Repeated title. Barter Split: 13/13
Runs: Two (2) in each window, the second (2nd) at station’s option.
Details: All features will be broadcast ready, closed captioned, and formatted for a two (2) hour time period. All features will be delivered via PITCHBLUE
Note: Screen Media reserves the right to shift, cancel, change, or reduce the Barter Window at any time, with 3 months prior written notice.
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